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ABSTRACT

\Ve report recent work on the extraction of ]_ = eLaT and the structure
function _ over a large kinematic range, which is based on a reanal.vsis of deep
inelastic e - p and _ - d scattering cross sections measured at SLAC between
1970 and 1955. All these data were corrected for radiwtive effects using improved

versions of external and internal radiative correction procedures. The data from
seven individual experiments were normalized to those from the recent high-

precision SLAC experiment El40.

We find that Rr, = R_. as expected in QCD. The value of R is higher than
predicted b v QCD even when target-mass effects are included. This difference
indicates that additional dynamical higher-twist effects may be present.

The structure functions F2p and Fsd were also extracted from the full data
sets of norma_zed cross sections using an empirical fit to ]_. These structure
functions were then compared with data from the CERN muon scattering exper-
iments BCD.M$ and EMC. We findthatour dataareconsistentwiththe EMC

data.ifthe latteraremultipliedby'a normalizationfactoroi'1.07.No single,
uniform normalization factor can be applied to the BCDMS data that will bring
them t_ato agreement with the SLAC data in the region of overlap.

a'Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-76SF00515

Contributed to the Intmamtional Europhysics Conference on High Energy Physics,
Madrid, Spain, September 6-13, 1989
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Introduction: Since 1970a seriesofdeepinel_tice - p and _ - d scattering

experiments at SLAC l':'s'l'5'e has steadily improved our knowledge of the proton

end deuteron structure functions. The last of these, completed in 19S5. wa_

a high.statistics measurement designed to extract accurate values of the ratio

R = aL/or from inelastic e - p. e - d and e - Fe cross sections. 6 As part oi"

that experiment, an intensive effort was made to reduce systematic errors in

the measured cross sections to the 1 percent level. A key to this effort was the

use of much.improved procedures for calculating radiative corrections to the raw

cross-section data.7

In thepresentwork,completedinthepastyear,theseimprovedcorrection

procedureswereappliedtoallSLAC deepinelastice-p and e- d crosssections

dazingback to 1970. Such s reanelysisofthisdata permittedus to ex_rac_

_Q2 .., --.R(_ ) overan extendedkinematicrange 0.1 < :r< 0.9and 0.64_< O _"_<

20 CcV "_.An empiricalfitto /_ thenallowedus to determinethe structure

functionF2(z.Q'_)overthesame rangeoi"x and an evengreater range.

Definitions and Kinematics: In the first Born approximation, the differential

cross section for scattering from a nucleon of an unpolarized charged lepton with

incident energy E. scattering angle 8 and final energy E t can be written in terms

of the two s_ructurefunction_F1 and F2 as

5 od_ = aMou [1F2(x,O_.)+ Fl(x,O-_)tan2(})] , (1)d_dE'

or,intermsof]_and thecrosssectionoT forabsorptionoftransverselypolarized

virtualphotonsas

dc,' roz(z= , )[1+ )]. (o)

where a n°u is the Mott cross section,/ii is the nucleon mass, v ---E- E" is the

energy oi"the virtual photon that mediates the interaction, Q'_ --"4EE _sin_(6/2)

is the square of the invariant four.momentum transi"er_ and the Bjorken scaling
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Q2/231v is ofthelongitudinalmomentum cardedby thevariable :r = a measure

struck nucleon constituents. In Eq. (2) the quanti_y r represents the flux of vir-

.... tual photons exchanged between the lepton and nucleon lines, with polarization

given by _ = [1 + 2(1 + v2/Q2)tan_'(#/2)] -z.

Data Analysis: To extract accurate values of F] and F2. or equi%_ently R and
!

at, requires measurements of the deep inelastic cross section at a range of 0 (or

e) for given values of (_r,Q'_). Between 1970 and 1985 the 1.6 GeV, 8 GeV and 20

GeV spectrometers in SLAC End Station A were used to measure e - p and e - d

cross sections at angles ranging from 4.0 to 60 degrees, with incident energies E

ranging up to 21.0 GeV. We have combined data from eight separate experiments

doneusingthesespectrometers,inordertocoverthewidestpossiblerangeofrr.

and,.

Previous attempts to extract R by combining subsets of these data1.4 were

inh.ibited by: a) uncertainties in radiative corrections of order 5 percent' and

b) uncertainties in the rein'tire norrnaliz_tions of the various expeziments to one

!. another. The present analysis is based on key advances in both categories. First.
II

o recent improvements in bo:h internal and external radiative corrections: have
41

reduced the systematic uncertainty due to them to the level of I percent in overall

i normalizationand lessthan 1 percentinpoint-to-pointvas4ations.Second. we

I normalize MI deuterium data to the recent high.precision experiment El40, 6 using
_ a smooth global fit. A similar fit is used to normalize the hydrogen data. The

statistical accuracy of these fits permits us to reduce the relative normalization

uncertainties to the level of 0.7 percent.

Radiative corrections to the cross section data were calculated using the ex-

act "internal" prescription of Akhundov, Bardin and Shumeiko e (ABS). An ad-

ditional "external" correction (due to straggling of the electrons in the target

material) was calculated with thc complete formalism of Mo a.,'_d Tsai 9 (.MT).

' The internal corrections of ABS agreed to better than 1 percent with improved,

i exactinternalcalculationsbased on MT overa largerange ofSLAC kinemat-
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ics. Furthermore. the external corrections have been used to correct data from

slac experiment E139s taken with iron targets of 0.02. 0.06 and 0.12 radiation

length, and the corrected cross sections agreed with one another to better than

1 percent. All experiments contributing to the present analysis used hydrogen

and deuterium targets of less than 0,02 radiation length. Therefore this test of

the external radiat!ve corre.ctions for longer targets indicates that our procedure

is highly accurate for aloft radiation lengths.

Normalized cross sections from all experiments were binned in intervals of z

and Q2, and a bin centering correction was applied. Values of the cross section

were linearly regressed versus e according to F.,q. (2) to extract R(x,Q _) at the

center of each bin. Systematic errors in the original cross sections and in the

normalization factors were propagated through the regression procedure. Each

,Q;extraction of R(x ) typically included data from four experiments and covered

an e range of 0.5. The average value of X'_"per degree of freedom for these fits is

0.92. over a total of 190 separate regressions.

The extracted values of Rp and Ra were averaged over Q'_ at each value

of z. As illustrated in Figure :1, the difference of these averages is consis-

tent wi_h zero over the full range of z. We obtain a global average value

P,,d- P_ = 0.002 -;-0.009(sta_) _ O.O:lO(s'ys_).Thereafter/?_ end R# were taken

to be equal and combined into a single value of R(z,Q") in each bin. These

combined data are presented in Figures 2a and 2b. As found in SLAC exper-

iment El40, 6 ROCD does not agree with the data. Calculations of ROCD plus

. target-mass corrections _° are in better agreement but are still lower than mea-

sured values, especially at high :r.11 This excess may be evidence for additional

higher-twist eft'acts_2or diquark contributions. Is A fit was made to the combined

R data using the phenomenological form

[ A3 r,h ]
i n - [1. A,, . (Qs (3)

] ,

!
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Fth - 1+ 12 .t_. 0.12,5._) (4)

where Fth is a threshold function forcing Rm°dcl to agree with RQCD at low

- z and highQ'_,and the Ai (25.3136,16.4259_0.0656,0.46SI,1.8845)are the

parameters of the fit. The X2 for this fit, also shown in Figure 2, is 98 for 122

, degreesoffreedom.ThisR Mo_ezisusedinthesubsequentanalysistoextractF[

and F_ from the corrected cross sections.

Ya]ues of F2(r,Q _') have been extracted from the measured hydrogen and

deuterium cross sections from all eight experiments using F.,qn, (I) and R Model.

These F2 s-slues were binned in x for the purpose of comparing them with other

F2 measurements. A bin centering correction was applied using a smooth _]oba]

fit to F2. This functional form of this F_ l°_r't is a modification of one used

previous].v.1 and fits the data extremely weil. XYithin each x-bin the data were

then"cIustered" in Q2 again using F_ I°_cl, but without ma imposed binning. "_\'e

have made a comparison between the new F2 vMues and those extracted in a

previous maM.vsis1 for both hydrogen and deuterium. Despite recent improve-

ments in both radiative corrections (changes as large as 59] at extreme kinematic

ranges) and a new determination of the 8 Ge\" spectrometer acceptance (a vrdue

2oXlower than previously) the new v_dues of F2 sre in remarkable agreement with

the old an',dysis. The new analysis, includes more experiments and considerably

extends the available kinematic range in both x and Qf. The SLAC F2 data now

overlap in Q-_ with data from E.XlC;4 s.ud BCD.X_IS15 for x > .3_ _nd come close

forx >.lC.

The overall normalization uncertainty of this study is that of El40. :t:.'2_.

including :i:1% from radiative corrections, :i:1½_. from spectrometer acceptance,

plus other smaller contributions. In Figures 3 and 4 below statistical errors

are plotted to the hash.mark: and the quadrature sum of statistics] and point-

to-point systematic errors are represented by the full error bsr. Point-to-point

errors additions]l.v include: :t:1% due to estimated kinematic dependence of ra-

5
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diative corrections; uncert_nties in RModel of typically .025: uncertainties in

relative normalization_ of the experiments: and uncerza.inties due to possible E'-

dependence of spectrometer acceptance. The curve plotted in Figures 3 and 4 is

F_M°det, which has been used in the bin centering corrections.

Figures 3a-d show a comparison of the SLAC hydrogen and deuterium data

with that of the ERiC collaboration. The EMC data have been multiplied by a

normalization constant of 1.07. Additionally, because the EMC F2 values were

extracted assuming/_ -- 0, we apply a small correction factor to correct these

values to what would be obtained using R M°d_t. This correction is generall,v

negligible except at low _' and ve_, high Q'_ where it is as large as 5_. V£e

observe an excellent agreement between the EMC data and our results in the

region of overlap for hydrogen. The data at lower values oi"_, seem consistant

except at the lowest value • = 0.05.

Figures 4a-d show a comparison of the SLAC hydrogen and deuterium data

with that of the BCD._.IS collaboration. Although on average normalization of

the BCDMS data agree with the SLAC results, the x distribution of the da_a

does not agree with our results in the region overlap. The BCDMS data has been

extracted using the assumption the R = RQCD, which is a good representation

of R. at their large values of Q:'. \Va have also applied a small correctior_ to the

BCDMS data such that the value of R used is the same as R M°_cs. It appears

that the BCDMS data is low compared to SLAC for x _> 0.55 and is high for

_"< 0._'275._p

Previous comparison oi. EMC and BCDMS data _6 have indicated that the

experiments disagree by +5¢_ to .10_ at low z and -10_ to -15¢_ at higl_ _.

Global fits in both a' a_d Q_" to both data sets have very large _,'_per degree

of freedom.In the region of overlap, our results favor the EMC shape of the _'

distribution, but agree more with BCDMS in overall average normalization. _Ve

are planning to also study the ratio of neutron to proton structure functions for

fixed values oi. x as a function of Q". The combined analysis oi. SLAC data will

6



be extendedtotheresonanceregioninthenearfuture.

|nconclusion,there_na]yzedSLAC dataon theprotonand deuteronstruc-

turefunctionF2 disagreewithbothCER.N highenergFmuon experiments.Inthe

kinmaticregionofoverlap:theE,_C dataislowinnormalizationbF 7_,compared

to SLAC. The BCDMS data agrees in overal/normdiz_tion, but is _ to 10c_

, high at small r and is I0_ to 15c_. low at large z. lt has been suggested 17 that the

source of the disagreement ma)" be larger than anticipated systematic errors in

the BCD,MS data on].v at the lower Q-_region which overlap with SLAC, because
i

| of the higher sensitivity to incident beam ener&v in that region. The precise

i results from our SLAC data now provide the best low Q_ anchor for comparison

i with high Q'_ muon and neutrino scattering experiments. Some of the remaining
questions at large _ wi]] be resolved b v data from the recently approved run for

E140A. ,_'hich will probab].v run in 1990.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Q._.Figure 1: Results of the/_j - Rp study, averaged over This difference is

consistent with zero for all z. The global average value is/_d- Rp = 0.002 -.+.

0.009(._tal) :!:0.010(sys_). The X2 per degree of freedom of this average is 83/$6.

Figure 2a-b: Results for/_(z, Q') averaged over hydrogen and deuterium. Also

plotted are t_QCD. RQCD+target mas_ terms_ and the phenomolog_cal fit R M°_t.

Observed values are greater than ,RQCD+target mass terms and su&gest the pres-

ence oi"dynamical higher twist contributions.

Figures 3a-d: A comparison of our result based on all SLAC experimental

measurements of the structure function F._for hydrogen and deuterium with the

data of E.MC. The EMC data has been multiplied by a factor of 1.07. In the

-- region of overlap the two data sets agree. The curve is sn empirical fit to the

SLAC data.

Figures 4a.d: A comparison of our result based on all SLAC experimental

measurements of the structure function F2 for hydrogen and deuterium with _ _

data of BCD.MS. The BCDMS data appears correct in overall normalization.

However, in the region of overlap whh SLAC, BCDMS data appears to be 5c)_ to10_ higher at small z, and about 10vA to 15% lower at large :r.
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